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Abstract 
 

The importance of secure communication between only legitimate group members in ad hoc 

networks has been growing in recent years. Due to the ad hoc nature the scalability on dynamic 

membership change is a major concern. However, the previous models require at least 

)log( nO  communication cost for key update per each membership change, which imposes a 

heavy burden on the devices. In this paper we present a scalable model that supports 

communication-efficient membership change in ad hoc networks by exclusionary keys and 

RSA functions. The multicast cost for key update is extremely low, that is (1)O , and 

one-to-one communications occur mostly in neighboring devices. 
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1. Introduction 

A mobile ad hoc network is a self-configuring network of communication devices which 

carry out networking functions such as packet forwarding, routing, and network management 

via wireless connection. In ad hoc networks, security is a crucial issue [1] since 

communications are exposed in the wireless environments and the devices are vulnerable to be 

stolen or lost. 

As group communication in ad hoc networks has become one of the most emerging fields 

and has been widely investigated, the importance of secure group communication model has 

also been recognized, especially in the applications such as military communications in 

battlefield or commercial communications where security is essential. The major objective of 

secure group communication is to provide a secure and reliable way to protect 

communications among group members from other entities. A cryptographic solution is to 

encrypt transferred messages with a group key which is a secret key only known to the group 

members. 

In many group-based applications, the membership is changed dynamically: a new member 

may join the group some time later and an existing member may leave the group. This change 

causes the group key to be updated to prevent a new member from discovering previous 

messages and to prevent a leaving member from discovering future messages. Group key 

update operation is complex and consumptive because the group size may be very large. 

Hence scalability is the most important issue, and especially the dominant cost is rather 

communication cost than computation cost [2][3]. 

A lot of group key distribution schemes for secure group communication have been 

presented in the wired network, e.g. LKH [4][5], OFT [6], and ELK [7]. Among them the most 

representative scheme is Logical Key Hierarchy (LKH) scheme which uses a logical key tree 

for group key update. Another approach is group key agreement schemes including GDH [8] 

and TGDH [9] where all members equally participate in agreeing a group key through the 

extension of Diffie-Hellman key exchange algorithm. 

Considering the distributed nature of ad hoc and wireless sensor networks, a number of 

secure group communication models have been proposed in the literature. Lazos and 

Poovendran [10][11] proposed two secure group communication models that construct a 

hierarchical structure according to group members' location information with the assistance of 

GPS module. TKH [12] generates a key tree by using the underlying network topology for 

energy efficiency. Pietro et al. [13] merges the extension of LKH with directed diffusion. The 

models in [14][15][16] extend traditional group key agreement schemes for ad hoc networks.  

Although previous models strive to reflect the characteristics of ad hoc networks, there still 

remains a limitation that at least )log( nO  size message is multicasted to all group members 

per each key update. The cost of multicasting in ad hoc networks is larger than the one in wired 

network because each group member has to get the assistance of other devices. Moreover, in 

ad hoc networks group membership is changed very dynamically because the devices have 

mobility and the links between devices are unreliable. Therefore this limitation imposes a 

heavy burden on the devices that have a restricted battery power. 

In this paper, we present a fully distributed and very scalable model for secure group 

communication in ad hoc networks. First, we present the concept of exclusionary key that is 

securely shared with all members excluding some subset of them. Then we propose a scalable 

model which reduces communication cost using exclusionary keys with RSA functions. 
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Especially, our model is focused on reducing the size of multicast message from )log( nO  to 

(1)O  per each key update. Moreover, it enables the number of hops in one-to-one 

communication to be very small by performing only local communications. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we describe the requirements for 

secure group communication in ad hoc networks. In Section 3, we explain the tree structure 

and exclusionary keys used in our model. Section 4 provides a scalable and secure group 

communication model and Section 5 analyzes our model in the aspect of both security and 

performance. In Section 6 we discuss several issues including synchronization, and Section 7 

concludes the paper. 

2. Requirements for Secure Group Communication in Ad Hoc Networks 

In this section, we explain the following requirements which secure group communication in 

ad hoc networks should satisfy. Among them, the first three requirements consider the 

characteristics of ad hoc networks and the others consider the security of group 

communication.   

• Distributed Model   

The management of group key and group membership can be centralized or distributed. 

Centralized management assumes the existence of a center which manages the group and 

distributes keys [17][18]. Distributed management refers to managing keys and 

membership between the group members without outside assistance [9][19][20]. Because 

in ad hoc networks the devices are distributed and there is no pre-existing infrastructure, 

the latter is more suitable.  

• Efficiency   

Because the devices composing an ad hoc network usually have a low power and thus 

power saving is a major concern, the efficiency of group management is one of the main 

requirements. Especially key update operation must be scalable even if the group size is 

very large. When a new member joins or an existing member leaves the group, the cost to 

be performed by the other members must be minimized as possible.  

• Reliability   

Because the links between devices are unreliable, the group may be partitioned into small 

groups. Even in this case, communication between the members in a small group should 

be enabled. If a specific member manages the whole group, most of the small groups are 

beyond the scope of the member. On the other hand, if all members have the same role, the 

small groups can be preserved individually.  

• Group Key Secrecy   

It guarantees that it is computationally infeasible for an adversary outside the group to 

discover the group key. This is a basic requirement in secure group communication.  

• Forward Secrecy   

It guarantees that an adversary having a number of previous keys cannot discover current 

group key. It implies that even an outside adversary who was a member of the group in the 

past, but is not now cannot discover current messages.  

• Backward Secrecy   

It guarantees that an adversary having current key cannot discover previous group keys. It 

implies that even a new member joining the group currently cannot discover any of 

previous messages.  
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3. Tree Structure with Exclusionary Keys 

Let us assume that there is a logical binary key tree where each node represents a key and each 

leaf node corresponds to each member. Let 1n  be the root node and each node is assigned a 

binary index which is appending 0  to the index of parent node if the node is a left child, or 

appending 1 if the node is a right child. For example, the index of a left child node of 1n  

becomes 10n  and the index of a right child node becomes 11n . Here we define an exclusionary 

key EK  as follows. 

 Definition 1: An exclusionary key iEK  of a node in  is a secret key shared with all 

members except the members in the subtree rooted at the node in . 

To reduce the number of stored keys, each exclusionary key except 1EK  is derived from 

the parent key by the RSA functions rather than generated independently. An RSA function 

: N Nf    is defined as  

 ,mod=)( Nxxf e
                                               (1) 

where pqN = , p  and q  are large distinct primes, 1=1))1)((,(  qpegcd  and lN |=| . 

The values ),( eN  are public, and the values ),( qp  are secret. The function f  has both 

one-wayness property and multiplicative property explained below.   

• One-wayness Property    

It is easy to compute )(xf  for all Nx , but it is computationally infeasible to find any 

x  such that yxf =)(  for a given Ny . 

• Multiplicative Property   

For all , Nx y , the following is satisfied:  

( ) ( ) = ( mod )( mod )

( ) mod

( )

e e

e

f x f y x N y N

xy N

f xy





                                    (2) 

   

The former property prevents a user from discovering prohibited keys and the latter 

property enables to update exclusionary keys efficiently, which will be explained in Section 4. 

Let Lf  and Rf  be two instances of the RSA function with different parameters such that  

 ( ) = mod , ( ) = mod
e e
L R

L Rf x x N f x x N                        (3) 

where pqN = , and lN |=| . After 1EK  is randomly generated, other keys are derived from 

1EK  by the following equation:  

 ||0 ||1= ( ), = ( ).i L i i R iEK f EK EK f EK                                     (4) 

In other words, the exclusionary key of a node can be computed from the key of parent node 

with the function Lf  if it is a left child, or Rf  otherwise. 

Then each member u  corresponding to a leaf node in  gets and stores only the exclusionary 

keys of sibling nodes of the nodes along the path from root to in , which are nlog  keys where 

n  is the number of group members. We call the set of keys iSibSet . With the keys in iSibSet , 
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he can compute the key of any leaf node except iEK  using Algorithm 1. For example, a 

member 2u  in Fig. 1 is able to compute 11111000 EKEK ~  except 1001EK  because he knows 

},,{= 1000101111001 EKEKEKSibSet . On the other hand, he cannot compute the keys 1EK , 

10EK , 100EK  and 1001EK  by the one-wayness property. 

 

Algorithm 1. Exclusionary key derivation 

Input    : SibSet , index 
tbbbi ...= 21
 where 0=jb  or 1, tj 1  

Output : 
iEK
 

Find a key SibSetEKk   where its index k  matches the prefix of i  

kEKK   

|| kt                                 // t  : length of kEK 's index 

for 1= tj  to t  do 

if  0=jb  then 

)(KfK L  

    else 

)(KfK R  

    end if 

end for 

return K
 

 

  

Fig. 1. Exclusionary key computation of a user 
2

u  

 

In this section, we present a scalable and secure group communication model for ad hoc 
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networks. Its main advantage is that very few messages are transferred to the members for key 

update. Especially, the size of multicast message transferred to all group members for key 

update is very small. 

4.1 Assumptions 

Before two devices communicate with each other, each device authenticates the other side 

with the public key certificates. Due to the distributed nature of ad hoc networks, we cannot 

assume that there exists a trusted CA issuing certificates by binding a public key to a device's 

identity. Instead, a distributed public key management service using threshold cryptography 

[21] and a self-organized public key infrastructure [22] have been presented. 

After authentication, two communicating devices establish a secure one-to-one channel by 

the Diffie-Hellman key change protocol with their private/public key pairs. This channel 

provides confidentiality of transferred information. 

4. Secure Group Communication Model 

Each device u  has a unique identifier uuid  which is specified in his certificate. The identifier 

is confirmed by the authentication process, and it provides the way to check whether he is 

already the group member or not in Section 4.4. 

We also assume that some initial members are known before the network is constructed. 

Though predicting the whole potential group members is impossible, predicting a small subset 

of them is possible in many cases and initializing with them has a better performance. In an 

extreme case, setup is done with just two initial members and other members are added 

afterward by join protocol. 

4.2 Setup 

Before the devices participate in the ad hoc network, an off-line server sets up security 

parameters l  and m . l  means the security level of RSA functions and m  means the security 

level of symmetric encryption scheme.  

The server then selects two RSA functions Lf  and Rf . The length of exponents Le  and Re  

should be chosen carefully because the cost of function computation is very closely dependent 

on the length of them, but choosing too small value such as 3 makes  the proposed model 

vulnerable. The functions ,L Rf f  are very similar to RSA signature verification operation, 

and it is well known that using a small public exponent reduces operation time. Especially, 

according to [23] the value 
162 1 65537e     is recommended to endure some attacks such 

as Coppersmith’s theorem [24] or Hastad’s broadcast attack [25]. On the performance aspect, 

when 
162 1 65537e     is used, the function requires only 17 multiplications as opposed to 

roughly 1000 multiplications when it is randomly chosen. Therefore 
162 1  or similar number 

are recommended for the exponents. 

The server also selects two cryptographic secure hash functions:  

1 2:{0,1} {0,1} , :{0,1} {0,1} .l m m mH H   

1H  is utilized to derive an encryption key from an exclusionary key, and 2H  is utilized to 

update group key. 

With initial members, the server constructs a key tree explained in Section 3 and randomly 
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generates an initial group key GK with m  bits. The server also randomly generates 1EK  with 

l  bits, and computes the other exclusionary keys with Lf  and Rf  by the Equation (4). 

Each member u  receives the following values from the server and stores them.   

• uID  : index of the node corresponding to u  in the key tree  

• 
u

IDSibSet  : a set of the exclusionary keys of sibling nodes of the nodes along the path 

from the root to 
u

IDn   

• GK  : initial group key  

4.3 Group Communication 

When a group member wants to send a message to other members, the message must be 

transferred securely. A symmetric key encryption scheme such as AES with current group key 

GK provides confidentiality of the message because only current group members know the 

key. 

4.4 Join Protocol 

If a new device joins the group, current group key should be updated to prevent him from 

discovering previous messages. Because the join request occurs frequently in ad hoc networks, 

it is necessary to minimize the costs of other members as possible. Compared with the 

previous models, most of the communications in this protocol are achieved in a local area. 

Let's assume that a new device u  wants to join the group. He finds two nearest group 

members with a range-limited broadcast using a TTL bound. We call the first member a 

sponsor S  and call the second member a cooperator C . The steps of join protocol are as 

follows.   

1. sponsoru     

A. u  sends a join request to S . 

B. From this request, the receiver is appointed to be a sponsor.  

2. allsponsor   

A. After proper inspection, S  floods a join approval message with uuid . 

B. Then each member derives a new group key )(= 2 GKHKG  . Only the group 

members can derive the next group key. 

3. usponsor     

A. S  assigns 1||= Su IDID . Then S  sends uID , KG   and 
S

IDSibSet  to u . 

B. The index of S  is changed to 0||= SS IDID .  

4. cooperatorsponsor     

A. S  sends C  a join cooperation request including SID  and uID .  

5. ucooperator     

A. C  computes 
S

IDEK  by the Algorithm 1 and sends it to u . Now, u  holds all the 

keys in 
u

IDSibSet .  

6. sponsorcooperator     
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A. C  also computes 
u

IDEK  by the Algorithm 1 and sends it to S . Then S  holds all 

the keys in 
S

IDSibSet .  

 For example, suppose that 9u  wants to join the group in Fig. 2 and the two nearest 

members are 4u  and 8u . Then 4u  becomes a sponsor and 8u  becomes a cooperator. After 

receiving join request, 4u  sends 10111=
9

uID , },,{= 1010100111011 EKEKEKSibSet  to 9u  

and 
4

uID  is changed to 10110 . Then 8u  computes 10110EK  from 111110 SibSetEK   and 

sends it to 9u . Now 9u  holds all the keys in },,,{= 1011010101001110111 EKEKEKEKSibSet . 

On the other hand, 4u  receives 10111EK  from 8u  which completes 10110SibSet . 

 

 
Fig. 2. A key tree after 9u  joins the group 

4.5 Leave Protocol 

A leave request of an existing member also occurs frequently in ad hoc networks. In this case, 

the keys that leaving member knows should be updated to prevent him from overhearing the 

communicated messages in the future. 

Let's assume that a member u  wants to leave the group. He finds the nearest group member 

with a range-limited broadcast. We call the member a revoker R . Then the following steps are 

performed. 
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1. revokeru   

A. u  sends R  a leave request with his index uID . 

B. After receiving the request, R  randomly generates a new group key KG   and an 

update value 1U .  

2. allrevoker  

A. R  computes 
u

IDEK  from 
R

IDSibSet  and derives an encryption key )(1
u

IDEKH . 

B. KG   and 1U  are encrypted with )(1
u

IDEKH  and multicasted to all members. 

Also uID  and uuid  are multicasted. 

C. Each member computes 
uIDEK , and obtains KG   and 1U  by decrypting the 

message. Only the members in the group except u  can decrypt the message as 

described in Section 3. 

With the update value 1U , each member updates his exclusionary keys by Algorithm 2. 

For each exclusionary key iEK  he holds, iU  is computed by the following equation:  

 ).(=),(= 1||||0 iRiiLi UfUUfU
  

 (5) 

Then 'iEK  is computed by multiplying iEK  by iU . For example, as can be seen in Fig. 3,  a 

member 2u 's next keys are computed as  

11 11 1

101 101 1

1000 1000 1

' = ( ) mod

' = ( ( )) mod

' = ( ( ( ))) mod

R

R L

L L L

EK EK f U N

EK EK f f U N

EK EK f f f U N






                               (6) 

Because both Lf
 and Rf

 have multiplicative property, updated exclusionary keys preserve 

the following relation and the Algorithm 1 is kept correctly.  

 ||0 ||0 ||0' ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ')i i i L i L i L i i L iEK EK U f EK f U f EK U f EK             (7) 

 ||1 ||1 ||1' = = ( ) ( ) = ( ) = ( ')i i i R i R i R i i R iEK EK U f EK f U f EK U f EK  
            

(8) 

If an existing member u  finds out that u  was the sibling member of u  in the key tree, in 

other words uID   is equal to uID  except the last one bit, his index is right shifted and his 

logical position is changed to corresponding parent node. 

 

Algorithm 2. Exclusionary key update 

Input    : 
iSibSet , 

1U  

Output : 
iSibSet
 

1ind  

1UU   

|| iSibSetd                 // d  : number of keys in iSibSet   

for  1=j  to d  do 
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if  iind SibSetEK 0||  then 

)(UfU L                   // ||0= indUU    

NUEKEK indind mod||0||0
  

)(UfU R                    // 1||= indUU   

1||indind   

else                                           // iind SibSetEK 1||  

              )(UfU R                   // 1||= indUU    

NUEKEK indind mod1||1||
  

              )(UfU L                    // ||0= indUU   

0||indind   

        end if 

end for 

return iSibSet
 

 

 
Fig. 3. Exclusionary key update of a user 

2
u  

5. Analysis of Proposed Model 

5.1  Performance 
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Because ad hoc devices usually have a low power and a small computation capacity, 

performance is one of the most important factors. The major measurements of performance 

evaluation are storage cost, computation cost and communication cost. Here we will analyze 

the presented model and compare it with previous models. The costs of each device are very 

closely dependent on the depth from the root to the corresponding leaf node in the key tree. Let 

n  be the number of group members. Then the depth is roughly equal to nlog . 

From the viewpoint of storage cost, each member u  stores his index uID , a group key GK , 

and a key set 
u

IDSibSet  which is made up of nlog  exclusionary keys. However, he does not 

need to store any other information about the key tree structure. 

Table 1 and 2 show the result of comparison with previous distributed secure group 

communication models. Among them, BD [26], GDH [8] and TGDH [9] are key agreement 

approaches and the others are key distribution approaches. 

 
Table  1. The number of transferred keys   

model 
 join   leave  

 multicast   unicast   multicast   unicast  

 BD [26]   n2    0    n2    0   

GDH [8]   n    1n    n    1log n   

TGDH [9]   nlog    1log n    nlog    0   

D-LKH [27]   nlog2    1log n    1log2 n    0   

D-OFT [28]   nlog    1log n    nlog    0   

Proposed   0    2log n    2    0   

   

Table  2. Computation cost comparison of a member  

model join leave 

BD [26] ( 1n )
*
 ( 1n )

*
 

GDH [8] ( 1n )
*
 ( 1n )

*
 

TGDH [9] nlog *
  nlog *

 

D-LKH [27] ( 1log n )
&

 nlog &
  

D-OFT [28] ( 1log n )
&

  + nlog ^
 1&

 + nlog ^
 

Proposed 1^
 + ( 1log n )

%#
 2 &

 + 1^ 
+ ( nlog3 )

%
 

*modular exponentiation, &decryption, ^hash function 
%RSA function, #only done by cooperator 

 

In join protocol, a new member u  receives his index, a group key and 1log n  

exclusionary keys from the sponsor and the cooperator. The cost of transferring them is much 

smaller than a general one-to-one communication cost because u  communicates with the 

most nearest two members. Moreover, the size of multicast messages sent from the sponsor to 

all members are very short. The cooperator computes two descendent exclusionary keys from 

his SibSet , and sends one key to u  and the other key to the sponsor. Because the keys can be 

computed simultaneously, at most 1log n  RSA function computations are done by the 

cooperator. 

In leave protocol, the revoker multicasts an encrypted message including KG   and 1U . 
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Compared with previous models which multicast a message including nlog  keys at least, the 

communication cost is much little. After receiving the encrypted message, each member 

computes the encryption key with at most nlog  RSA function computations. Then he updates 

his exclusionary keys with at most nlog2  function computations. 

In Table 1, proposed model significantly reduces the size of multicast message to (1)O  in 

both join and leave protocol with a slight increase of unicast message size. Because 

communication cost is the dominant cost as we pointed out, such advantage of proposed model 

is very meaningful. In Table 2, computing an RSA function is much faster than computing a 

general modular exponentiation because the exponents Le  and Re  in RSA functions can be 

very small. Thus the proposed model has a better performance than key agreement approaches. 

Though the computation cost in leave protocol exceeds the cost of D-LKH and D-OFT, each 

members except the cooperator has a little computation cost in join protocol. 

Because the logical position of a new member in the tree is dependent on the physical 

location of it, the depth of a member becomes deeper than nlog  after many members join the 

group. However, it is very costly to select an ideal position that minimizes the maximum depth 

of the tree because it requires a global information including tree structure and all members' 

indexes, and may need a communication between very distant members. On the other hands, 

we argue that there is little difference between the depth in the presented model and nlog  

because the devices have mobility and a join request generally occurs in a random place. We 

estimated the actual tree depth by simulation. In the simulation, initially the group is made up 

of 1000 devices, and 1000 join requests and 1000 leave requests occurs in random places by 

turns. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Increase of depth according to consecutive join and leave 

 

Fig. 4 shows the increase of tree depth, and Fig. 5 shows the distribution of members 

according to depth. Although the maximum depth increases roughly twofold compared to an 
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ideal depth nlog , just only one depth is additionally raised on the average. Moreover, almost 

members have the depth adjacent to nlog . It means that total costs of the whole network 

increases just a little compared to ideal costs. 

 

 
Fig. 5. Distribution of members according to depth after 1000 joins and leaves 

5.2  Security 

The security of our model basically depends on the difficulty of finding inverse of RSA 

function, and it is widely believed to be computationally equivalent to factoring large integer. 

Based on it, we briefly analyze our model with major security requirements in secure group 

communication that are referenced from [8][29]. In this analysis, we assume that an adversary 

is outside the group even though he might be in the group in the past. 

• Group Key Secrecy   

Suppose that an adversary is out of the group, and tries to discover current group key. In 

our model, initial group key is only distributed to initial members with a secure channel. 

Whenever a new member joins, a new group key is derived from the previous key and 

securely sent to the new member. So the new key is shared with only current group 

members. Thus, the adversary needs to perform )(2m  operations to brute-force a group 

key with overwhelming probability. Whenever an existing member leaves, a new group 

key is chosen independently and encrypted with the key derived from some exclusionary 

key that only the remaining members holds. So the adversary also needs to perform 

)(2m  operations to brute-force the encryption key with overwhelming probability, or 

needs to find inverse of RSA function to discover the exclusionary key.  

• Forward Secrecy   

Suppose that an adversary was in the group with holding some previous keys, and tries to 

discover current group key. When he leaves the group, he might overhear the encrypted 

message including a new group key and an update value. However, he cannot decrypt the 
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message because it is encrypted with the key he cannot discover by the definition of 

exclusionary keys. After key update, his previous keys cannot be any help to him. 

Therefore the adversary needs to perform )(2m  operations to brute-force the 

encryption key or factorize the large composite number N .  

• Backward Secrecy   

Suppose that an adversary joins the group, and tries to discover previous group key. He 

obtains a new group key and some exclusionary keys. However, because of one-wayness 

property of hash function, he cannot guess previous group key just before he joins. 

Therefore the adversary needs to perform )(2m  operations to brute-force the previous 

group key with overwhelming probability. He might overhear the encrypted message 

including the update value and a new group key during the last leave protocol before he 

joins the group. However, with his current exclusionary keys he cannot discover the 

encryption key derived from one of the previous exclusionary keys because he does not 

know the update value. Therefore the adversary also needs to perform )(2m  operations 

to brute-force the encryption key with overwhelming probability.  

6. Discussion 

Synchronization between group members is another well-known problem in secure group 

communication [30]. During key update, update message may be missed by a member if the 

link is broken or he exhausts his battery power. Then he is inadvertently excluded from 

receiving group communications. Though this problem has been studied in the context of 

reliable multicast [31][32], in ad hoc networks it becomes more difficult because there is no 

infrastructure that controls global synchronization. A trivial solution is that the out-of-synch 

member re-joins the group, but it requires additional costs. Another way is to use a sequence 

number to check consistency and re-transmit update message if the number is invalid. This 

way also requires additional communication cost. However, it can be done more efficiently in 

our model because the size of update message is very small. 

The broadcast encryption, which has been studied in a different way [33][34], has a similar 

object that only selected members can receive secret messages. Naor et al. [34] proposed a 

model, called by subset difference, in which the size of multicast message is )(rO  where r  is 

the number of totally revoked members. However it is not applicable to group communication 

in ad hoc networks because it assumes that group membership is fixed prior to network 

construction and only one member can send message to others. Moreover, it is relatively 

inefficient for dynamic membership change because r  increases continuously as members 

leave the group [35]. 

7. Conclusion and Future Work 

In this paper we have proposed a secure group communication model that is suitable for ad hoc 

networks. Because our model is fully distributed, it requires no centralized server to manage 

the group, and it tolerates a single point of failure. With the concept of exclusionary keys and 

RSA functions, our model requires extremely low multicast cost (1)O  keeping computation 

cost similar to the previous key distribution models: in the join protocol only a small-sized 

message is multicasted, and in the leave protocol just two encrypted keys are multicasted. 

Moreover, one-to-one communication occurs in a local area in the majority of time. These 
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advantages enable the proposed model to be very scalable and efficient in ad hoc network 

environments. 

Another approach for improving tree-based model is considering network topology or 

location information when constructing tree hierarchy, as mentioned in Section 1. We think 

this approach may be applied to our model for improvement. We plan to further investigate 

how to use network topology when creating and managing key tree with exclusionary keys. 
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